VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

September 26, 2013

Secretary Vilsack
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Animal Health and Plant Inspection Service (APHIS)
1400 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20250

Petition for Agency Action, Rulemaking, Investigation, and Otherwise Collateral Relief on
Recent Genetically Engineered Alfalfa Contamination

Introduction

Pursuant to the Right to Petition the Government Clause of the United States Constitution,¹ the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA),² and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)’s
implementing regulations,³ petitioner Center for Food Safety (CFS) respectfully submits this
petition for agency action, rulemaking, and collateral relief on behalf of its over 350,000 farmer
and consumer members, including alfalfa farmers Joseph and Michelle Peila. CFS requests that
the Department retract its September 17, 2013 decision and take all regulatory action needed to
remedy the current genetically engineered (GE) alfalfa contamination because its original
decision was based on erroneous factual information—that the transgenic contamination
occurred after GE Roundup Ready alfalfa was approved for commercial sale. In fact, records
indicate that the seed used for the rejected contaminated alfalfa itself tested positive for Roundup
Ready contamination, and this seed was purchased in 2010, before the deregulation of Roundup
Ready alfalfa.

CFS is a nationwide public interest non-profit membership organization with offices in
Washington, D.C., San Francisco, CA, and Portland, OR. Since the organization’s founding in
1997, CFS has sought to ameliorate the adverse impacts of industrial farming and food
production systems on human health, animal welfare, and the environment. CFS also supports
and promotes sustainable forms of agriculture, including organic systems.
For fifteen years CFS has been the leading U.S. organization whose central mission includes improving the regulation of GE organisms. CFS seeks to protect human health and the environment by advocating thorough, science-based safety testing of GE products prior to any marketing; cultivation of GE crops in a manner that minimizes any risk of contaminating conventional food supplies or the environment, and that minimizes negative impacts such as increased use of pesticides and evolution of resistant weeds; and appropriate labeling of foods that are or contain GE products. CFS also seeks to provide consumers with a means of identifying GE foods on the market and to encourage full public participation in defining the issues presented by GE crops. CFS has worked continuously on the Roundup Ready alfalfa issue, specifically, for over a decade.

**Factual Background and Agency Decision**

As you are aware, Washington state alfalfa farmers Joseph and Michelle Peila, who grow conventional alfalfa, were recently found to be contaminated with GE, “Roundup Ready” transgenes. Their contamination was first discovered by their export company buyer, and later confirmed by further testing by Washington State Department of Agriculture and Mr. Peila independently.

This is the second transgenic contamination episode of the summer in the Pacific Northwest, following on the heels of the discovery of unapproved genetically engineered wheat in Oregon. Both contamination episodes involved Monsanto crops, and both illustrate the negligence of GE crop developers, the weakness of USDA oversight, the growing foreign and domestic market sensitivity to unwanted content, and the urgent need for fundamental regulatory reform. We, along with many others, recently alerted you to these issues and the critical need for your agency to reform its operations.

The purpose of this filing is narrower but equally important. While USDA opened an investigation into the GE wheat contamination incident, which is still ongoing, the agency has apparently decided to abandon conventional and organic alfalfa farmers without even that investigatory step. Upon being alerted by Washington State that testing confirmed that a farmer had been contaminated by transgenic material, and subsequently that exporters had rejected his crops for export shipment, the agency, which decided not to take any action, issued the following curt statement:

**Statement**

The recent detection of a fully approved GE alfalfa trait in a Washington farmer’s non-GE alfalfa crop is a commercial issue. Accordingly, the U.S. Department of Agriculture will not take any action.

**Background**

When a GE organism is deregulated it is no longer subject to APHIS oversight.

Presence of approved GE traits in a non-GE crop is a commercial issue and the agriculture industry has approaches to minimize their occurrence and manage them when they occur.
USDA’s Decision Is Contrary to Law and Fact

The Department’s decision to abruptly curtail any investigation and/or take no other regulatory action is in error, and is based on an overly narrow, fundamentally flawed legal interpretation of USDA’s statutory authority and duty over GE crops and their adverse impacts. First, as a general matter, USDA has continuing regulatory authority over GE crops by their nature and because of their adverse impacts, including transgenic contamination. The Plant Protection Act (PPA) grants the agency authority over the broadly defined agronomic harms of GE crops in order to protect “the agriculture, environment, and economy of the United States.” The statute specifically includes economic harm to export markets. The PPA grants the agency broad powers to prevent and remedy these harms, using, among other tools, inspections, seizures, warrants, and subpoenas. This specifically includes the authority to conduct investigations “necessary for the administration and enforcement” of the PPA.

Second, and more specifically, USDA’s decision here is also based on an erroneous factual assumption—that the transgenic contamination occurred after GE Roundup Ready alfalfa was approved for commercial sale. Instead, Mr. Peila has confirmed through DNA testing that the contaminated seed was seed that he purchased in the summer of 2010. That seed, sold and labeled as conventional seed, was subsequently planted by Mr. Peila in the fall of 2010.

As you are well aware, it is undisputed that Roundup Ready alfalfa was a regulated article, as defined by USDA’s regulations, in 2010. As such it was not approved for commercial sale or distribution. Commercial approval via Roundup Ready alfalfa’s deregulation did not occur until 2011. Thus, the seed purchased by Mr. Peila in the fall of 2010 was contaminated with unapproved Roundup Ready alfalfa.

Pursuant to the PPA and USDA’s implementing GE crop regulations at 7 C.F.R. Part 340, regulated articles are strictly prohibited by law from being “introduced” into the environment absent a field trial permit, authorized by 7 C.F.R. § 340.4, or field trial notification, authorized by 7 C.F.R. § 340.3. “Introduce” or “Introduction” means movement into or within the United States, including release into the environment. “Release into the environment” means “[t]he use of a regulated article outside the constraints of physical confinement that are found in a laboratory, contained greenhouse, or a fermenter or other contained structure.” There is no provision permitting escape or unintentional presence, at any level. Rather, the relevant GE crop regulations mandate a “zero tolerance” standard for contamination and/or persistence in the environment. “[T]he regulated article[s] must be planted in such a way that they are not inadvertently mixed with non-regulated plant materials…. “The field trial must be conducted such that…[t]he regulated article will not persist in the environment…. “Upon termination of the field test…[v]olunteers shall be managed to prevent persistence in the environment.” Any regulated articles “introduced not in compliance” with the PPA’s field trial requirements are subject to “immediate application of such remedial measures or safeguards” as are needed.
Accordingly, based on these facts, USDA is plainly required to investigate this contamination episode. One or more parties—presumably the grower of the regulated article and/or the distributor of the contaminated conventional seed—violated the law. A field trial operator illegally “planted [Roundup Ready alfalfa] in such a way that” it became “inadvertently mixed with non-regulated” conventional alfalfa, in violation of 7 C.F.R. § 340.3(c)(2). A distributor of the contaminated conventional seed “introduced” the regulated article prior to its deregulation, in violation of 7 C.F.R. § 340.0(a)(1). It is also possible that the PPA was violated willfully rather than inadvertently. Further, if contaminated alfalfa seed was distributed to one farmer prior to approval, it stands to reason that others may similarly have been sold such seed unlawfully. As such, USDA should exhaustively investigate this matter to determine which party or parties is/are responsible for this PPA violation, and should then be subject to PPA criminal and civil penalties.21 These penalties can include up to five years imprisonment and $1 million in fines for willful violations of the PPA.22

Because the contaminated seed was sold unlawfully, before any commercial approval via deregulation, there is no meaningful difference between this situation and the GE wheat situation that USDA is currently investigating. Absent reversal, USDA has acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in determining otherwise in its September 17, 2013 decision. The agency has failed to consider all the facts, ignored this evidence, and failed to make a rational connection between the evidence and its conclusion.23

It is a distinction without a difference that USDA has subsequently permitted commercial approval of GE, Roundup Ready alfalfa, because the unlawful conduct took place before such regulatory approval was granted. In this regard the Bayer LLRICE601 “LibertyLink” rice contamination of 2006-2007 is telling. In that contamination episode, farmers learned of widespread contamination of their southern long-grain rice with unapproved LLRICE601 in August 2006.24 Immediately Japan banned all long-grain rice imports from the U.S.25 Several days later the European Union announced it would no longer accept long-grain rice from the U.S. unless it was tested and certified free of GE grains.26 Rice farmers across the South experienced a severe shortage of uncontaminated seed rice for the 2007 season.27 Farmers in Texas, Louisiana, Missouri, Arkansas, and Mississippi were forced to sue Bayer for compensation for their losses, which were estimated at a billion dollars.28 After the initial bellwether trials all resulted in juries awarding the farmer plaintiffs millions of dollars,29 Bayer agreed to a $750 million dollar settlement.30

Importantly, after the LLRICE601 contamination was announced in August 2006, USDA deregulated the GE rice, post hoc, in November 2006.31 Even assuming the questionable legality of that approval decision, USDA did not then deny any further authority over the contaminating, formerly regulated article, as it has attempted to do here. Instead, USDA undertook a lengthy, fourteen-month investigation of the rice contamination incident, which did not end until October 2007.32 That investigation took 8,500 staff hours, including site visits to 45 locations in 11 states and Puerto Rico, which for the most part took place after the GE rice in question was deregulated. USDA failed to take action against Bayer for any PPA violations not because, as it claims here, it lacked authority post-deregulation, but only because, despite its lengthy investigation, the Department was unable to come up with clear evidence of who was responsible.33
At that time, USDA stated:

An investigation to determine the circumstances surrounding the release and whether any USDA regulations were violated is nearly complete. Deregulation, or regulatory approval of a particular product, is handled separately from determinations of compliance with APHIS regulations. USDA has approved LLRICE601 for deregulation, while an investigation of compliance is ongoing.34

USDA must act similarly here; failing to do so would be wholly inconsistent with the agency’s own past positions and actions and therefore arbitrary and capricious.35

Further, if deregulating a regulated article could immunize those that have previously violated the PPA from any recourse, it would allow and encourage interested parties to violate the PPA’s mandates in the belief that they could subsequently seek and be granted deregulation. A statutory interpretation that leads to such an absurd conclusion is also arbitrary and capricious.36

It would be similarly absurd to conclude that USDA relinquishes any potential future authority over GE crops post-deregulation. If previously deregulated crops caused significant agronomic, economic, and/or environmental harms, the PPA requires USDA to protect against those harms; any other interpretation would be contrary to the PPA’s plain language and Congress’s intent. The PPA provides USDA broad post-commercialization remedial enforcement authority37 to hold, seize, quarantine, or apply other measures to destroy or dispose;38 issue subpoenas39 and conduct inspections;40 and impose monetary penalties.41 USDA’s regulations provide that “[i]f additional information becomes available that APHIS believes justifies changing its [deregulation] decision, it will issue a revised decision.”42 USDA also has acknowledged that under “existing regulations and policies…the Administrator may place a deregulated GE organism back under the regulations if the Administrator concludes that the GE organism poses a plant pest risk.”43

The PPA’s mandate that USDA base its decisions on “sound science” also supports the conclusion that USDA retains duty and authority to address the harms of GE crops after their commercialization.44 According to the National Academy of Sciences,

short-term experiments and general characterization of plant traits may not pick up all environmental effects of transgenic crop plants. It is therefore important to conduct postcommercialization testing to determine if the precommercialization testing protocols adequately assessed risks (i.e., validation of precommercialization decisions). It also is important to set up long-term, postcommercialization monitoring programs to record trends in predicted effects, and to detect effects that were not predicted by precommercialization testing.45

USDA Has Knowingly Abandoned Farmers

USDA’s attempted abdication of any responsibility in its action here is exacerbated by the fact that the agency well understands the seriousness of the harm: that transgenic contamination is a
multifaceted injury, an environmental impact that also causes significant economic harm to the agricultural economy both domestically and abroad, the fundamental loss of choice for farmers and consumers, and irreparable contamination of the wild. Further, unlike standard chemical pollution, transgenic contamination is a living pollution that can propagate itself over space and time via gene flow. “Once the gene transmission occurs and a farmer’s seed crop is contaminated with the Roundup Ready gene, there is no way for the farmer to remove the gene from the crop or control its further spread.”

Alfalfa is the fourth most widely grown crop in the U.S. (at approximately 20 million acres), behind corn, soybeans, and wheat; it is grown in every U.S. state. Alfalfa is pollinated by bees, which can travel and cross-pollinate plants between fields many miles apart, causing almost certain contamination. Alfalfa also thrives as a feral plant and is ubiquitous in roadsides, irrigation ditches, and range lands across the U.S. West. Feral alfalfa with the Roundup Ready trait acts as a transgenic “bridge” over space and time, facilitating contamination of conventional alfalfa or further spread of the Roundup Ready trait in unmanaged areas. The U.S. exports approximately $200 million annually in alfalfa seed and hay to countries that reject GE-contaminated shipments. Transgenic contamination episodes like this one will cause the permanent loss of these markets for American farmers. The organic sector is the fastest growing sector of the U.S. agricultural economy and keeps some 15,000 family farms operating. Organic dairies receive a substantial premium for their products, but Roundup Ready alfalfa contamination will devastate them, since they are required to use organic feed.

Finally, USDA’s decision here must be seen in light of this administrative history: specifically, the Department’s knowledge of Roundup Ready alfalfa and the likelihood of transgenic contamination harm from it. As the Secretary is well aware, CFS and USDA litigated the legality of the GE crop’s proposed approval in two separate cases, over 8 total years, from 2006 to 2013. When USDA first proposed commercial approval of GE alfalfa in 2005, CFS successfully challenged that ill-advised decision in court and succeeded in getting alfalfa planting halted, even though Monsanto appealed the case all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, through 2010. That Supreme Court decision, the first ever on any GE crop, left the ban on planting in place.

Because of CFS’s case, USDA was forced under court order to rigorously analyze GE alfalfa’s impacts on farmers and the environment; remarkably, it was the first time the agency had ever conducted such an analysis, for any GE crop, in 17 years of approving them. The court-ordered Environmental Impact Statement, published by USDA in 2010, itself concluded that transgenic contamination of conventional and organic alfalfa farmers like this instance would occur, and would cause significant economic harm.

To attempt to mitigate that acknowledged harm, in December 2010, USDA proposed a limited commercial approval, whereby Roundup Ready alfalfa cultivation would be restricted to certain geographic planting zones. Unfortunately, USDA capitulated to industry pressure and reversed its position less than a month later, issuing an unconditional approval in January 2011, despite its own analyses showing the harms that would be incurred by farmers. In so deciding, USDA relied heavily on industry assurances that its “best practices” would prevent GE contamination from occurring, despite overwhelming scientific evidence to the contrary.
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we call on the Secretary to reverse its September 17, 2013 decision and take all regulatory action needed to remedy the current GE alfalfa contamination incident, including investigating the source of the contamination, analyzing the extent and impact of the contamination, levying fines and penalties on the violating parties, re-opening its 2011 deregulation decision for public comment, and taking other action as necessary to remedy the violation(s) of law.

Submitted on this day of September 26, 2013,

George Kimbrell
Senior Attorney
Center for Food Safety
“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging . . . the right of the people . . . to petition the government for a redress of grievances.” U.S. Const. amend. I. The right to “petition for a redress of grievances [is] among the most precious of the liberties safeguarded by the Bill of Rights.” United Mine Workers of Am., Dist. 12 v. Ill. State Bar Ass’n, 389 U.S. 217, 222 (1967). It shares the “preferred place” accorded in our system of government to the First Amendment freedoms, and has “sanctity and a sanction not permitting dubious intrusions.” Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 530 (1945). “[A]ny attempt to restrict those [First Amendment] liberties must be justified by clear public interest, threatened not doubtfully or remotely, but by clear and present danger.” Id. The Supreme Court has recognized that the right to petition is logically implicit in, and fundamental to, the very idea of a republican form of government. United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 552 (1875).
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